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به نام خدایی که در این نزدیکی است
. تعاریف سمت چپ را به کلمات سمت راست وصل کنید: جمع بندی امتحان نهایی
 – کتاب دانش آموز و کتاب کار دوازدهم1 درس
A

1-burst into tears = cry suddenly
2- repeatedly = many times
3- stop being angry with someone = forgive
4- calmly = slowly
5- a book in which you record your thoughts or feelings or what has
happened every day. = diary
6- all the people of about the same age within a society = generation
7- a lack of success in doing something = failure
8- to be grateful for = appreciate
9- to be worthy = deserve
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a-failure
b- deserve
c- many times
d- appreciate
e- slowly
f- cry suddenly
g- generation
h- forgive
i-diary

 – کتاب دانش آموز و کتاب کار دوازدهم2 درس
A

10- an arrangement in a particular order = combination
11- the part at the beginning of a book that gives a general idea of what it is
about = introduction
12- in a way that is successful and achieves what you want = effectively
13- to put things in a neat, attractive, or useful order = arrange
14- to suddenly decide to do something = jump into
15- think and believe = suppose
16- something that stands for something else = symbol
17- have something inside = contain
18- tell somebody that something is good recommend
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B

B
j-recommend
k- symbol
l- contain
m- effectively
n- combination
o- jump into
p- arrange
q-introduction

suppose

 – کتاب دانش آموز و کتاب کار دوازدهم3 درس

A
19.to put something back in the right place = replace
20. to finish something = use up
21. for all time = forever
22. the amount of a product or service that people want = demand
23. to change in form or character = convert
24. to take something in, especially gradually = absorb
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B
r-forever
s- convert
t- use up
u- replace
v- absorb
w-demand

